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KOLKATA: Doubting whether the Indian
educaiton system faciiltatesentrepreneurisph,
Niti Aayog member BibekDebray on Friday
said that 95%of the entrepreneuiralattempts
fail in the counrty.

IMF brought outa report stating that for India, it will
take 153 years tohalve the gap rn per capita income
differences incomparison withthedeveloped countne,s"

Speaking at the convocaiton of the
InternationalManagement Institute(IMI) here,
Debray said that prime minister'sinitiativesof
·startupIndia' and 'Stand-UpIndia' were not
meant for the corporates, but for every
Indians to flowe,r blossom and flourish.

he said.

"A bigquesitonmark is whether the Indian
educaiton system facilitatesentrepreneurship.
Nearly 95% of the entrepreneurilaattempts fail in the country and the educaiot n system
never teachesstudents to quesiton," Debray, who is also the chairman of the Economic
AdvisoryCouncil to the prime minister, said.
He said that India's per capita income at present was $1,800, which was very low
compared to the developed countries.
Debray said that in India, reforms started in 1991. "IMF brought out a report stating that for
India, it will take 153 years to halve the gap in per capita incomedifferences in comparison
with the developed countries."
"However, the lessonfor the last couple of decades show that there is no need to wait for
153 years. India's past had beenglorious, future glorious, but cannot say anything about
the present. Now we see the present blurring into the future."

95 per cent entrepreneurial attempts fail in India:
Bibek Debroy
Bibek Debroy said that prime minister's initiatives of `Startup India' and `Stand-Up India' were not meant for the
corporates, but for every Indians to flower, blossom and flourish.

Bibek Debroy said that the small farmer or the street vendor showed more entrepreneurship
skills than corporates. (Source: Twitter/@bibekdebroy)

Doubting whether the Indian education system facilitates entrepreneurship, Niti Aayog member Bibek
Debroy said on Friday that 95 per cent of the entrepreneurial attempts fail in the country. Speaking at
the convocation of the International Management Institute (IMI) in Kolkata, Debroy said that prime
minister’s initiatives of `Startup India’ and `Stand-Up India’ were not meant for the corporates, but
for every Indians to flower, blossom and flourish.
“A big question mark is whether the Indian education system facilitates entrepreneurship. Nearly 95
per cent of the entrepreneurial attempts fail in the country and the education system never teaches
students to question,” Debroy, who is also the chairman of the Economic Advisory Council to the
prime minister, said.
Debroy, an accomplished economist, said that the small farmer or the street vendor showed more
entrepreneurship skills than corporates. He said that India’s per capita income at present was USD
1,800, which was very low compared to the developed countries.
Debroy said that in India, reforms started in 1991. “IMF brought out a report stating that for India, it
will take 153 years to halve the gap in per capita income differences in comparison with the
developed countries.”
“However, the lesson for the last couple of decades show that there is no need to wait for 153 years.
India’s past had been glorious, future glorious, but cannot say anything about the present. Now we see
the present blurring into the future.”
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95 pc entrepreneurial attempts fail in India: Debroy
Kolkata, May 11 (PTI) Doubting whether the Indian education system facilitates
entrepreneurship, Niti Aayog member Bibek Debroy today said that 95 per cent of the
entrepreneurial attempts fail in the country.
Speaking at the convocation of the International Management Institute (IMI) here, Debroy
said that prime minister's initiatives of `Startup India' and `Stand-Up India' were not meant
for the corporates, but for every Indians to flower, blossom and flourish.
"A big question mark is whether the Indian education system facilitates entrepreneurship.
Nearly 95 per cent of the entrepreneurial attempts fail in the country and the education
system never teaches students to question," Debroy, who is also the chairman of the
Economic Advisory Council to the prime minister, said.
Debroy, an accomplished economist, said that the small farmer or the street vendor showed
more entrepreneurship skills than corporates.
He said that India's per capita income at present was USD 1,800, which was very low
compared to the developed countries.
Debroy said that in India, reforms started in 1991. "IMF brought out a report stating that for
India, it will take 153 years to halve the gap in per capita income differences in comparison
with the developed countries."
"However, the lesson for the last couple of decades show that there is no need to wait for
153 years. India's past had been glorious, future glorious, but cannot say anything about the
present. Now we see the present blurring into the future." PTI DC JM JM

Small Farmer and Street Vendors Exhibiting
Entrepreneurship

May 12, 2018 12:00 AM IST

Entrepreneurship cannot be taught but skills can be taught. Let me remind you that the poor
vendors on the streets of India are Exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the Indian
corporate sector does, Bibek Debroy, Chairman of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory
Council, said that India's small farmers and street vendors are exhibiting far more
entrepreneurship than the country's corporate sector. said while addressing the Sixth
Convocation of IMI-Kolkata.
Debroy maintained that one cannot encourage entrepreneurship without encouraging
failure."We all think of successes of entrepreneurship. 95 percent of entrepreneurial attempts
failed," he further added. Debroy, who is also a member of NITI Aayog, stressed upon the
need for providing a suitable environment for entrepreneurship by the education institutes
across the country. "There is a huge question mark on whether Indian education system
provides enabling environment for entrepreneurship," the economist said. He spoke of his
prolonged association with the IMI, mentioning its growth "from a seed to a mighty sapling".
He also said: "Students must understand the importance of failure as they strive to carve a
space for their own selves" and reminded them of the necessity of giving back to society.
"Schemes like Start Up India, SMART cities Mission are attempts of the government to
include citizens in making a better country. India will change because of its citizens," he
maintained.
Around 120 students of the Institute's PGDM Programme graduated at the Annual
Convocation. Interestingly, this year the three outstanding IMI-Kolkata achievers are women.
While Sagnika Dutta received the Gold Medal in Academics, Yamini Gupta was awarded for
her all-round performance. The IMI-Kolkata campus in Alipore, spread over nearly an area of
3-acre, was established in 2010 to provide significant opportunities to learn, grow and
develop multiple skills across various disciplines of Management.

'Farmers, vendors exhibit more entrepreneurship
than Indian corporates'
IANS | Kolkata Last Updated at May 11, 2018 17:45 IST

India's small farmers and street vendors are exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the
country's corporate sector, Bibek Debroy, Chairman of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory
Council, said here on Friday.
"Entrepreneurship cannot be taught but skills can be taught... let me tell you a small farmer
exhibits far more entrepreneurship than the Indian corporate sector does. Let me remind you that
the poor vendors on the streets of India are exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the Indian
corporate sector does," he said while addressing the Sixth Convocation of IMI-Kolkata.
He said one cannot encourage entrepreneurship without encouraging failure.
"We all think of successes of entrepreneurship; 95 per cent of entrepreneurial attempts failed,"
Debroy said.
Debroy, a member of NITI Aayog, also spoke of the need for the Indian education system
to facilitate or provide an enabling environment for entrepreneurship."...(there is a) huge question
mark about whether Indian education system at all facilitates or provides enabling environment
for entrepreneurship," the economist said.
When Prime Minister talks about Start Up India and Stand Up India, it is not about the corporate
sector but is about entrepreneurship, he said.
Referring to an IMF report released after India opened up the economy in 1991, he said it had
suggested it would take 153 years for a country like India to halve the gap in per capita income
that exists with the developed countries.
"The lesson of the last couple of decades has been that there is no need to wait for 153 years," he
said.

Farmers, vendors exhibit more entrepreneurship than
Indian corporates: Debroy
SME Times News Bureau | 11 May, 2018

Chairman of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council Bibek Debroy on Friday said
that India's small farmers and street vendors are exhibiting far more entrepreneurship
than the country's corporate sector.

"Entrepreneurship cannot be taught but skills can be taught... let me tell you a small
farmer exhibits far more entrepreneurship than the Indian corporate sector does. Let me
remind you that the poor vendors on the streets of India are... exhibiting far more
entrepreneurship than the Indian corporate sector does," he said while addressing the
Sixth Convocation of IMI-Kolkata.
He said one cannot encourage entrepreneurship without encouraging failure.
Debroy, a member of NITI Aayog, urged upon the need for facilitating or providing
enabling environment by the Indian education system for entrepreneurship.
"When the Prime Minister talks about Start Up India and Stand Up India, it is not about
the corporate sector and it is about entrepreneurship," he added.

'India's small farmers, street vendors exhibit entrepreneurship' Team MP | 11 May 2018 10:24 PM

Kolkata: Bibek Debroy, Chairman of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council, said on Friday that
India's small farmers and street vendors are exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the country's
corporate sector.
"Entrepreneurship cannot be taught but skills can be taught. Let me remind you that the poor vendors on
the streets of India are Exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the Indian corporate sector does," he said
while addressing the Sixth Convocation of IMI-Kolkata.
He maintained that one cannot encourage entrepreneurship without encouraging failure."We all think of
successes of entrepreneurship. 95 percent of entrepreneurial attempts failed," he said.
Debroy, who is also a member of NITI Aayog, stressed upon the need for providing a suitable environment
for entrepreneurship by the education institutes across the country. "There is a huge question mark on
whether Indian education system provides enabling environment for entrepreneurship," the economist said.
He spoke of his prolonged association with the IMI, mentioning its growth "from a seed to a mighty
sapling".
He also said: "Students must understand the importance of failure as they strive to carve a space for their
own selves" and reminded them of the necessity of giving back to society.
"Schemes like Start Up India, SMART cities Mission are attempts of the government to include citizens in
making a better country. India will change because of its citizens," he maintained.
Around 120 students of the Institute's PGDM Programme graduated at the Annual Convocation.
Interestingly, this year the three outstanding IMI-Kolkata achievers are women. While Sagnika Dutta
received the Gold Medal in Academics, Yamini Gupta was awarded for her all-round performance.
The IMI-Kolkata campus in Alipore, spread over nearly an area of 3-acre, was established in 2010 to
provide significant opportunities to learn, grow and develop multiple skills across various disciplines of
Management.
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‘Educational institutes must promote entrepreneurial
skills’

Bibek Debroy, Chairman of the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council. - Debasish Bhaduri

KOLKATA, MAY 11
Encouraging management graduates to pursue entrepreneurship, Bibek Debroy, Chairman of the
Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council, on Friday highlighted the need for educational
institutes, including B-schools, to promote skills required for entrepreneurship.
According to him, a small farmer or a street vendor showed more entrepreneurship skills than a
corporate. While entrepreneurship cannot be taught, but the skills required for developing
entrepreneurship can be imparted, he said.
The Indian education system, which lays a lot of emphasis on rote learning and fetching marks in
examination, may not be favourable for developing entrepreneurs, he felt, and added that nearly
95 per cent of the entrepreneurial attempts fail, not just in India, but worldwide.
“Entrepreneurship requires huge risk taking capability; you cannot encourage success (in
entrepreneurial ventures) without meeting failure or taking risks. But the Indian education system
is such that right from the day a kid joins kindergarten, he is told his job is not to reason or
question why, but simply mug up and pass the examination,” Debroy, a Member of Niti Aayog,
said while delivering his convocation address at the International Management Institute – Kolkata
here today.

‘Farmers, vendors exhibit more skill than
corporates’

India’s small farmers and street vendors are exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the country’s
corporate sector, Bibek Debroy, Chairman of the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council, said
here on Friday.
“Entrepreneurship cannot be taught but skills can be taught... let me tell you a small farmer exhibits
far more entrepreneurship than the Indian corporate sector does. Let me remind you that the poor
vendors on the streets of India are exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the Indian corporate
sector does,” he said. Speaking at the convocation of the International Management Institute (IMI)
here, Debroy said that prime minister’s initiatives of `Startup India’ and `Stand-Up India’ were not
meant for the corporates, but for every Indians to flower, blossom and flourish.
“A big question mark is whether the Indian education system facilitates entrepreneurship. Nearly 95
per cent of the entrepreneurial attempts fail in the country and the education system never teaches
students to question,” Debroy, who is also the chairman of the Economic Advisory Council to the
prime minister, said. Debroy, an accomplished economist, said that the small farmer or the street
vendor showed more entrepreneurship skills than corporates.
He said that India’s per capita income at present was USD 1,800, which was very low compared to
the developed countries.
Debroy said that in India, reforms started in 1991. “IMF brought out a report stating that for India, it will
take 153 years to halve the gap in per capita income differences in comparison with the developed
countries.”
“However, the lessons for the last couple of decades show that there is no need to wait for 153 years.
India’s past had been glorious, future glorious, but cannot say anything about the present. Now we
see the present blurring into the future.”
He said one cannot encourage entrepreneurship without encouraging failure. Debroy, a member of
NITI Aayog, also spoke of the need for the Indian education system to facilitate or provide an enabling
environment for entrepreneurship.
“...(there is a) huge question mark about whether Indian education system at all facilitates or provides
enabling environment for entrepreneurship,” the economist said.
Referring to an IMF report released after India opened up the economy in 1991, he said it had
suggested it would take 153 years for a country like India to halve the gap in per capita income that
exists with the developed countries.
“The lesson of the last couple of decades has been that there is no need to wait for 153 years,” he
said.
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95% entrepreneurial attempts fail in India: Debroy
KOLKATA: Doubting whether the Indian education system facilitates entrepreneurship, Niti
Aayog member Bibek Debroy on Friday said that 95% of the entrepreneurial attempts fail in the
country.
Speaking at the convocation of the International Management Institute (IMI) here, Debroy said
that prime minister's initiatives of `Startup India' and 'Stand-Up India' were not meant for the
corporates, but for every Indians to flower, blossom and flourish.
"A big question mark is whether the Indian education system facilitates entrepreneurship. Nearly
95% of the entrepreneurial attempts fail in the country and the education system never teaches
students to question," Debroy, who is also the chairman of the Economic Advisory Council to the
prime minister, said.
Debroy, an accomplished economist, said that the small farmer or the street vendor showed
more entrepreneurship skills than corporates.
He said that India's per capita income at present was $1,800, which was very low compared to
the developed countries.
Debroy said that in India, reforms started in 1991. "IMF brought out a report stating that for
India, it will take 153 years to halve the gap in per capita income differences in comparison with
the developed countries."
"However, the lesson for the last couple of decades show that there is no need to wait for 153
years. India's past had been glorious, future glorious, but cannot say anything about the
present. Now we see the present blurring into the future."
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‘FARMERS, VENDORS EXHIBIT MORE ENTREPRENEURSHIP
THAN INDIAN CORPORATES’
hi INDiA On May 11, 2018

Kolkata, May 11 (IANS) India’s small farmers and street vendors are exhibiting far more
entrepreneurship than the country’s corporate sector, Bibek Debroy, Chairman of the Prime
Minister’s Economic Advisory Council, said here on Friday.
"Entrepreneurship cannot be taught but skills can be taught… let me tell you a small farmer
exhibits far more entrepreneurship than the Indian corporate sector does. Let me remind you that
the poor vendors on the streets of India are… exhibiting far more entrepreneurship than the
Indian corporate sector does," he said while addressing the Sixth Convocation of IMI-Kolkata.
He said one cannot encourage entrepreneurship without encouraging failure.
Debroy, a member of NITI Aayog, urged upon the need for facilitating or providing enabling
environment by the Indian education system for entrepreneurship.
"When the Prime Minister talks about Start Up India and Stand Up India, it is not about the
corporate sector and it is about entrepreneurship," he added.

